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The properties of the momentum space quark propagator in Landau gauge are examined for the overlap quark
action in quenched lattice QCD. Numerical calculations were done on two lattices with different lattice spacing
a and similar physical volumes to explore the quark propagator in the continuum limit. We have calculated the
nonperturbative wavefunction renormalization function Z(p) and the nonperturbative mass function M(p) for a
variety of bare quark masses and perform a simple linear extrapolation to the chiral limit. We find the behaviour
of Z(p) and M(p) in the chiral limit are in good agreement between the two lattices.
1. Introduction
The quark propagator, is one of the fun-
damental quantities in QCD. By studying the
momentum-dependent quark-mass function in
the infrared region we can gain valuable insights
into the mechanism of dynamical chiral symmetry
breaking and the associated dynamical generation
of mass. The ultraviolet behaviour of the propa-
gator at large momentum can be used to extract
the running quark mass .
There have been several studies of the momen-
tum space quark propagator [1,2,3,4,5] using dif-
ferent gauge fixing and fermion actions. Here we
focus on Landau gauge fixing and the overlap-
fermion action and extend previous work [5] to
two lattices with different lattice spacings a and
very similar physical volumes. This allows us to
probe the continuum limit of the quark propaga-
tor.
2. Quark Propagator on the Lattice
In a covariant gauge in the continuum the
renormalized Euclidean-space quark propagator
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must have the form
S(ζ; p) =
1
ip/A(ζ; p2) +B(ζ; p2)
=
Z(ζ; p2)
ip/+M(p2)
, (1)
where ζ is the renormalization point.
On the lattice the inverse lattice bare quark
propagator takes the general form
(Sbare)−1(p) ≡ i
(∑
µ
Cµ(p)γµ
)
+B(p). (2)
We use periodic boundary conditions in the spa-
tial directions and anti-periodic in the time di-
rection. The discrete momentum values for a
lattice of size N3i × Nt, with ni = 1, .., Ni and
nt = 1, .., Nt, are
pi =
2pi
Nia
(
ni −
Ni
2
)
, pt =
2pi
Nta
(
Nt −
1
2
−
Nt
2
)
. (3)
Defining the bare lattice quark propagator as
Sbare(p) ≡ −i
(∑
µ
Cµ(p)γµ
)
+ B(p) , (4)
we perform a spinor and color trace to identify
Cµ(p) =
i
12
tr[γµS
bare(p)], B(p) =
1
12
tr[Sbare(p)] . (5)
2The Cµ(p) and B(p) in Eq.(2) can be written
Cµ(p) =
Cµ(p)
C2(p) + B2(p)
, B(p) =
B(p)
C2(p) + B2(p)
,(6)
where C2(p) =
∑
µ(Cµ(p))
2.
We can identify the appropriate kinematic lat-
tice momentum q directly from the definition of
the tree-level quark propagator,
qµ ≡ C
(0)
µ (p) =
C
(0)
µ (p)
(C(0)(p))2 + (B(0)(p))2
. (7)
Having identified the lattice momentum q, we
can now define the bare lattice propagator as
Sbare(p) ≡
1
iq/A(p) +B(p)
=
Z(p)
iq/+M(p)
= Z2(ζ; a)S(ζ; p) , (8)
where S(ζ; p) is the lattice version of the renor-
malized propagator in Eq. (1).
The overlap fermion formalism [6,7] realizes
an exact chiral symmetry on the lattice and
is automatically O(a) improved. The massless
coordinate-space overlap-Dirac operator can be
written in dimensionless lattice units as
D(0) =
1
2
[1 + γ5ǫ(Hw)] , (9)
where ǫ(Hw) is the matrix sign function, where
Hw(x, y) = γ5Dw(x, y) is the Hermitian Wilson-
Dirac operator and whereDw is the usual Wilson-
Dirac operator on the lattice. However, in the
overlap formalism the Wilson mass parametermw
enters with a negative sign.
The massless overlap quark propagator is given
by
Sbare(0) =
1
2mw
[
D−1(0)− 1
]
=
1
2mw
D˜−1(0) .(10)
This definition of the massless overlap quark
propagator follows from the overlap formalism [8]
and ensures that the massless quark propagator
anticommutes with γ5, i.e., {γ5, S
bare(0)} = 0
just as it does in the continuum [9]. The tree-level
momentum-space massless quark propagator de-
fines the kinematic lattice momentum q,
Sbare(0, p) ≡ D˜−1c (0, p)→ S
(0)(0, p) =
1
iq/
, (11)
Table 1
Lattice parameters.
Action Volume β a (fm) u0
Improved 123 × 24 4.60 0.125 0.88888
Improved 83 × 16 4.286 0.194 0.87209
We can obtain q numerically and analytically
from the tree-level massless quark propagator [5].
Having identified the massless quark propaga-
tor in Eq. (10), we can construct the massive over-
lap quark propagator by simply adding a bare
mass to its inverse, i.e.,
(Sbare)−1(m0) ≡ (Sbare)−1(0) +m0 . (12)
3. Numerical results
Here we work on two lattices with different lat-
tice spacing a and very similar physical volumes
using a tadpole-improved plaquette plus rectan-
gle gauge action. For each lattice size, we use 50
configurations . Lattice parameters are summa-
rized in Table 1.
Our calculations use κ = 0.19 for lattice 1
(123 × 24) and κ = 0.1864 for lattice 2 (83 × 16)
to make mwa = 1.661 on both lattices. We cal-
culate at ten bare quark masses in physical units
of m0 = 126, 147, 168, 210, 252, 315, 420, 524,
629, and 734 MeV respectively.
The results of lattice 1 are presented in detail
in Ref. [5]. It is satisfying that the results of lat-
tice 2 are similar to those of lattice 1. Here we
focus on the comparision of the results on these
two lattices. All data has been cylinder cut [5]
and extrapolated to the chiral limit using a sim-
ple linear chiral extrapolation . The mass func-
tion M(p) for the two lattices is plotted in Fig. 1
and the renormalization function Z(p) of the two
lattices is plotted in Fig. 2. We can see that when
the mass function M(p) is plotted against the
discrete lattice momentum p the results of the
two lattices are in good agreement, while for the
renormalization function Z(p), good agreement is
reached on the two lattices if it is plotted against
the kinematical lattice momentum q.
3Figure 1. Comparison of the mass function M(p)
of two lattices in the chiral limit. The upper graph
is plotted against the discrete lattice momentum p
and the lower graph is plotted against the kinematical
lattice momentum q.
4. Summary
In this report, we use tadpole-improved
quenched lattice configurations, and the overlap
fermion operator with the Wilson overlap kernel.
The momentum space quark propagator is calcu-
lated in Landau gauge on two lattices with differ-
ent lattice spacing a and very similar physical vol-
umes to explore the continuum limit. We calcu-
late the nonperturbative momentum-dependent
wavefunction renormalization function Z(p) and
the nonperturbative mass functionM(p) for a va-
riety of bare quark masses and perform a simple
linear extrapolation to the chiral limit. We have
seen that, the continuum limit for, Z(p), is most
rapidly approached when it is plotted against
the kinematical lattice momentum q, whereas for
the quark mass function, M(p), we should plot
against the discrete lattice momentum p. The
agreement between the two lattices suggests that
we are close to the continuum limit.
Figure 2. Comparison the renormalization function
Z(R)(p) of two lattices in the chiral limit. The up-
per graph is plotted against the discrete lattice mo-
mentum p and the lower graph is plotted against the
kinematical lattice momentum q.
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